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Library
Bulletin
20 December 2019

Library News
Christmas and New Year closing
The Supreme Court Library will close at 12pm Tuesday 24 December and will
reopen Thursday 2 January at 9am.

SUBSCRIBE TO THE
LIBRARY BULLETIN
If you would like to receive the Library
Bulletin by email, please contact us at
llv@courts.vic.gov.au

There will be reduced opening hours during January; the Supreme Court Library
will be open 9am-5pm Monday to Friday, from 2 January - 24 January 2020.

Judging for the People: A Social
History of the Supreme Court in
Victoria 1841-2016
Judging for the People:
A Social History of the
Supreme
Court
in
Victoria 1841-2016 has
just been published.
Copies of the book can
be ordered from the
Supreme Court Library,
please phone 03 8600
2009 for details.
The book costs $60 and there is a $10
discount for members of the Royal
Historical Society of Victoria (RHSV).
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New Books
Following is a selection of new books added to the Law Library of Victoria collection. For details of
more new books, see the Library Catalogue: https://courts.sdp.sirsidynix.net.au/client/en_AU/llv/.
Members of the legal profession and the public can request Supreme Court Library books to read on
site.
Judicial officers and court staff can borrow any of the books listed. Contact your jurisdictional
librarian to request an item.
Boundaries and easements
Colin Sara, Daniel Dovar.
7th ed., London : Sweet & Maxwell, 2019
346.0435 SAR.7 (Supreme Court Library)
Link to the book in the catalogue

Expert evidence : law, practice, procedure and advocacy
Ian Freckelton.
Pyrmont, NSW: Thomson Reuters (Professional) Australia Limited, 2019.
347.067 FRE.6 (Supreme Court Library, County Court Library, Magistrates' Court
Library, VCAT Library)
Link to the book in the catalogue
Fisher and Lightwood's law of mortgage.
edited by Wayne Clark and William Fisher
London : Butterworths, 2019.
346.04364 FIS.15 (Supreme Court Library)
Link to the book in the catalogue

The law of reinsurance in England and Bermuda
P.T. O'Neill, J.W. Woloniecki, Franziska Arnold-Dwyer.
5th ed., London : Sweet & Maxwell, 2019.
346.0860122 ONE.5 (Supreme Court Library)
Link to the book in the catalogue
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Legislation
Victorian Bills
No Victorian Bills have received a second reading since the last Library
Bulletin.

Victorian Assents
No Victorian Acts were assented to since the last Library Bulletin.

Proclamations
No Victorian Proclamations have been made or come into operation by forced
commencement since the last Library Bulletin.

EXHIBITIONS IN THE LIBRARY
Argus from 100 years ago
The Supreme Court Library has the
Argus newspaper from 1919 on display.
The page is turned daily and provides an
insight into what was happening 100
years ago to the day.
A snapshot is provided via the Law
Library of Victoria Twitter account. You
can
follow
these
tweets
via
@lawlibraryvic #argus1919
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High Court of Australia Cases
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW – Judicial review – Jurisdictional error – s 477 of Migration Act 1958 (Cth) –
Where plaintiff applied to Federal Circuit Court of Australia for judicial review of decision of
Administrative Appeals Tribunal – Where plaintiff required extension of time – Where extension of
time was refused under s 477(2) – Where Federal Circuit Court ordered that application be
dismissed – Whether Federal Circuit Court had jurisdiction to dismiss application – Whether
impermissible for Federal Circuit Court to assess full merits of application – Nature of prohibition
imposed by s 477(1).
WORDS AND PHRASES – "assessment of the merits", "authority to dismiss an application", "exercise
of jurisdiction", "extension of time", "interests of the administration of justice", "judicial review",
"jurisdiction", "prohibition in s 477(1)", "scope of jurisdiction". Constitution, s 75(v).
Federal Circuit Court of Australia Act 1999 (Cth), s 8(3).
Migration Act 1958 (Cth), ss 476, 477.

EBT16 v Minister for Home Affairs & Anor
Gageler J
[2019] HCA 44
13 November 2019
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BANKRUPTCY – Bankrupt estate – Where "the property of the bankrupt" vested in trustee in
bankruptcy pursuant to s 58 of Bankruptcy Act 1966 (Cth) – Where bankrupt held estate in land
under Torrens system on trust – Whether property held by bankrupt on trust capable of vesting in
trustee in bankruptcy – Whether bankrupt had a valid beneficial interest – Whether estate vested in
trustee in bankruptcy in equity.
REAL PROPERTY – Torrens system – Caveats – Where trustee in bankruptcy lodged caveat claiming
"Legal Interest pursuant to the Bankruptcy Act 1966" and refused or failed to withdraw caveat after
request – Whether caveator liable to pay compensation under s 74P(1) of Real Property Act 1900
(NSW) for lodging and maintaining caveat "without reasonable cause" – Whether existence of
caveatable interest or honest belief on reasonable grounds in such interest sufficient for
"reasonable cause" – Whether claimant established that caveator had neither caveatable interest in
property nor honest belief on reasonable grounds in having such interest – Whether possibility of
trust being set aside under s 120 or s 121 of Bankruptcy Act conferred caveatable interest –
Whether caveat adequately described equitable estate in fee simple – Whether deficiency in
statement of interest demonstrated absence of "reasonable cause".
TRUSTS – Trustees – Right of indemnity – Where trustee incurred significant expenses in his capacity
as trustee ordinarily entitling him to be indemnified out of trust property – Where trustee asserted
"mutually beneficial arrangement" with "the trust" – Whether asserted arrangement prejudiced
trustee's right of indemnity wholly or in part – Whether value of benefits to trustee under asserted
arrangement equal to or exceeded total of trust expenses incurred.
WORDS AND PHRASES – "beneficial interest", "caveatable interest", "caveat against dealings",
"circuity of action", "contingent beneficial interest", "determination of non-dispositive issues in
appeals", "honest belief on reasonable grounds", "judicial economy", "most remote possibility of
interest", "property held by the bankrupt in trust for another person", "right of indemnity", "subject
to the equities", "the property divisible among the bankrupt's creditors", "the property of the
bankrupt", "without reasonable cause".
Bankruptcy Act 1966 (Cth), ss 5(1), 58, 116.
Real Property Act 1900 (NSW), ss 74F(1), 74K, 74P(1), 90.

Boensch, Franz as trustee of the Boensch Trust v Pascoe, Scott Darren
Kiefel CJ, Bell, Gageler, Keane, Nettle, Gordon and Edelman JJ
[2019] HCA 49
13 December 2019
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CRIMINAL PRACTICE – Trial – Directions to jury – Liberato v The Queen (1985) 159 CLR 507
("Liberato") – Where appellant convicted by jury of rape – Where appellant did not give sworn
evidence at trial – Where appellant made exculpatory statements in recorded police interview –
Where record of interview admitted into evidence – Where appellant did not seek Liberato
direction at trial – Where trial judge did not give Liberato direction – Whether Liberato direction
required where accused does not give sworn evidence – Whether Liberato direction required where
record of interview containing exculpatory statements admitted into evidence.
WORDS AND PHRASES – "beyond reasonable doubt", "choice between witnesses", "conflicting version
of events", "criminal standard", "evidence on oath", "exculpatory answers", "interview with the
police", "jury directions", "Liberato direction", "onus and standard of proof", "out-of-court
statement", "recorded interview", "summing-up as a whole", "sworn evidence", "who do you
believe", "word-on-word".

De Silva, Neranjan Agrajith Kalubuth v The Queen
Kiefel CJ, Bell, Gageler, Nettle and Gordon JJ
[2019] HCA 48
13 December 2019
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IMMIGRATION – Refugees – Application for protection visa – Where Pt 7AA of Migration Act 1958
(Cth) requires Immigration Assessment Authority ("IAA") to review certain decisions to refuse
applications for protection visas – Where s 473CB(1)(a), (b) and (d) requires Secretary of
Department to give certain material to IAA to conduct review – Where s 473CB(1)(c) requires
Secretary to give to IAA any other material Secretary considers relevant to review – Where s 473DB
requires IAA to review decision by considering material given by Secretary – Where Secretary gave
material to IAA pursuant to s 473CB(1)(c) – Where material irrelevant to task of IAA – Where
material prejudicial to applicant – Where applicant unaware of material – Whether jurisdictional
error by Secretary – Whether jurisdictional error invalidated decision of IAA – Whether apprehended
bias.
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW – Judicial review – Procedural fairness – Where s 473FA requires IAA to
operate free of bias – Whether apprehended bias.
WORDS AND PHRASES – "apprehended bias", "bias", "fair-minded lay observer", "fast track
reviewable decision", "Immigration Assessment Authority", "impartial", "irrelevant", "irrelevant and
prejudicial material", "jurisdictional error", "material", "materiality", "prejudicial", "prejudicial but
inadmissible", "procedural fairness", "professional decision maker", "reasonable apprehension of
bias", "relevant", "relevant to the review", "required to consider", "review material", "rule against
bias", "subconscious bias".
Constitution, s 75(v).
Migration Act 1958 (Cth), Pt 7AA.

CNY17 v Minister for Immigration and Border Protection & Anor
Kiefel CJ, Gageler, Nettle, Gordon and Edelman JJ
[2019] HCA 50
13 December 2019
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IMMIGRATION – Representative proceedings – Where plaintiff brought representative proceeding in
High Court for damages for false imprisonment – Where claimed that Group Members purportedly
detained under ss 189 and 196 of Migration Act 1958 (Cth) – Where claimed that detention for
purpose of receiving, investigating or determining application for visa, or determining whether to
permit valid application for visa to be made, or of removing relevant Group Member from Australia
to regional processing country – Where claimed that detention lawful only for period during which
purposes pursued and carried into effect as soon as reasonably practicable and capable of
fulfilment – Where claimed that detention unlawful because purposes not carried into effect as
soon as reasonably practicable or because detention continued at times during which purposes not
capable of fulfilment – Where plaintiff applied for order remitting proceeding to Federal Court of
Australia pursuant to s 44(2A) of Judiciary Act 1903 (Cth) – Where s 476B(1) of Migration Act
provided that High Court must not remit matter "that relates to a migration decision" to court other
than Federal Circuit Court – Where s 468B(1) and (2) provided that representative proceeding not
permitted where proceeding would "raise an issue in connection with visas ... or removal of
unlawful non-citizens" – Whether proceeding related to migration decision – Whether proceeding
raised issue in connection with visas or removal of unlawful non-citizens.
WORDS AND PHRASES – "class actions", "in relation to", "migration decision", "raises an issue in
connection with", "relates to", "representative proceeding".
Judiciary Act 1903 (Cth), s 44.
Migration Act 1958 (Cth), ss 476A, 476B, 486A, 486B, 486C.

DBE17 (by his litigation guardian Marie Theresa Arthur) v Commonwealth of Australia
Nettle J
[2019] HCA 47
9 December 2019
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INCOME TAX (CTH) – Appeal against objection decision – Where Commissioner of Taxation
("Commissioner") issued amended assessments of taxable income following commencement of audit
– Where taxpayer objected to amended assessments – Where objection decision made in respect of
taxpayer's objection ("Objection Decision") – Where further amended assessments made consequent
upon Objection Decision – Where taxpayer appealed against Objection Decision under Pt IVC of
Taxation Administration Act 1953 (Cth) ("Act") but not against further amended assessments –
Where Commissioner conceded certain amounts incorrectly assessed as income ("Conceded
Amounts") – Whether appeal under Pt IVC of Act was against Objection Decision or against further
amendment assessments – Whether Commissioner's assessment excessive to extent of Conceded
Amounts.
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW – Judicial review – Jurisdictional error – Where primary judge determined
appeal against Objection Decision under Pt IVC of Act – Where Full Court of Federal Court of
Australia determined appeal against decision of primary judge – Where taxpayer sought writs of
certiorari in respect of decisions of primary judge and Full Court – Whether primary judge and Full
Court each misconstrued jurisdiction – Whether primary judge and Full Court committed
jurisdictional error – Whether taxpayer's application for judicial review, after expiration of time in
which to seek special leave to appeal, sufficient basis to dismiss application.
WORDS AND PHRASES – "amended assessment", "disallowance of objection", "excessive assessment",
"falsa demonstratio non nocet", "grounds of objection", "jurisdictional error", "misconceive
jurisdiction", "non-jurisdictional error", "objection decision", "objection to assessment", "refusal of
relief", "taxable income", "taxation decision", "taxation objection", "taxpayer's burden of proof",
"wide survey and exact scrutiny".
Taxation Administration Act 1953 (Cth), Pt IVC.
Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 (Cth), ss 166, 167.

Bosanac, Vlado v Commissioner of Taxation of the Commonwealth of Australia & Ors
Nettle J
[2019] HCA 41
22 November 2019
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Victorian Court of Appeal Cases
ACCIDENT COMPENSATION - Medical Panel - Opinion on medical questions - Statement of reasons Judicial review - Adequacy of reasons - Workplace Injury Rehabilitation and Compensation Act
2013, ss 302, 313 - Whether adequate reasons that position was 'suitable work' - Whether Panel
obligated to expressly reconcile duties of position with applicant's skills, employment history and
English language capability - Wingfoot Australia Partners Pty Ltd v Kocak (2013) 252 CLR 480,
applied - Richter v Driscoll (2016) 51 VR 95, Gruma Oceania Pty Ltd v Bakar [2014] VSCA 252,
considered - Leave to appeal refused.

Dundar, Ata v Yucel Bas (trading as Bas Brothers Marble and Granite); Tagkalidis, Dr
Matthew; Kotzman, Dr David; Feletar, Dr Marie and Bourke, Mr John
Beach, McLeish and Ashley JJA
[2019] VSCA 315
20 December 2019
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW - Judicial review - Medical panel - Workplace injury - Whether medical panel
failed to take into account full statutory definition of 'injury' - Whether panel erred in failing to
consider issue of 'significant contributing factor' - Whether medical panel's reasons were
inadequate - Judicial review proceeding dismissed - No error by primary judge - Application for
leave to appeal refused - Accident Compensation Act 1985, ss 5 and 82, Workplace Injury
Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 2013, ss 3, 4, 39 and 40.
WORDS AND PHRASES - 'Injury' - 'Aggravation, acceleration, exacerbation or deterioration of any
pre-existing injury or disease' - 'Arising out of or in the course of any employment' - 'Significant
contributing factor'.

Maimonis, Theo v Bourke, Mr John; Eaton, Mr David; Klug, Mr Geoffrey; Sheehan, Dr
Anthony; Metrolink Victoria P/L and KDR Victoria P/L
Ferguson CJ, Beach and Ashley JJA
[2019] VSCA 302
17 December 2019
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CRIMINAL LAW - Appeal - Conviction - Historical sexual offences - Whether trial judge erred by
refusing application to discharge jury - Whether irregularity of trial process occurred by reason of
trial judge failing to inform parties of communications between tipstaff and juror - Whether trial
judge erred by allowing jury access to recorded evidence during deliberations - Substantial
miscarriage of justice - Serious departure from the prescribed processes for trial - High degree of
need to discharge whole jury - Leave to appeal granted - Appeal allowed - Convictions quashed Retrial ordered - R v Stretton [1982] VR 251, Baini v The Queen (2012) 246 CLR 469, Farha v The
Queen [2018] VSCA 310, Saricayir v The Queen [2018] VSCA 319 referred to - Criminal Procedure
Act 2009 ss 223, 276.

Carson, Davin (a Pseudonym) v The Queen
Niall, T Forrest and Ashley JJA
[2019] VSCA 317
20 December 2019
CRIMINAL LAW - Appeal - Conviction - Trafficking in commercial quantity - Trafficking in drug of
dependence - Whether verdicts unreasonable and cannot be supported having regard to evidence Circumstantial Crown case - Whether sufficient evidence to prove applicant party to joint criminal
enterprise - Evidence insufficient - Not open to jury to convict - Leave to appeal granted - Appeal
allowed - Convictions on both charges set aside and substituted with verdicts of acquittal Criminal Procedure Act 2009 s 276(1)(a), Crimes Act 1958 s 323(1)(c).

Falzon, Susan v The Queen
Maxwell P, Priest and T Forrest JJA
[2019] VSCA 294
12 December 2019
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CRIMINAL LAW - Appeal - Conviction - Negligently causing serious injury - Doctor transmitted
hepatitis C virus to patients - Some patients 'cleared' virus without treatment - Whether
transmitting disease constituted 'causing serious injury' - Whether disease must become
symptomatic - Crimes Act 1958 s 24 - Welsh v The Queen (Victorian Court of Criminal Appeal,
Crockett, King and Tadgell JJ, 16 October 1987), Aubrey v The Queen (2017) 260 CLR 305, applied Houghton v The Queen (2004) 28 WAR 399, R v Chan-Fook [1994] 1 WLR 689, R v Mwai [1995] 3
NZLR 149, considered - Seriousness assessed at time of injury informed by hindsight given
subsequent events - Whether medical intervention or availability of new treatments relevant to
assessing seriousness - R v Lobston [1983] 2 Qd R 720, Wick v The Queen [2017] NSWCCA 244,
R v Lovell; Ex parte Attorney-General (Qld) (2015) 252 A Crim R 362, considered.
CRIMINAL LAW - Appeal - Conviction - Application to extend time to seek leave to appeal after
guilty pleas - Whether applicant could not have been convicted on facts alleged - Whether integrity
of pleas compromised by not being attributable to genuine consciousness of guilt - Whether
issuable question of guilt - Gurappaji v The Queen [2018] VSCA 187, R v Murphy [1965] VR 187,
R v Forde [1923] 2 KB 400, Weston (a Pseudonym) v The Queen (2015) 48 VR 413, Meissner v The
Queen (1995) 184 CLR 132, applied.
WORDS AND PHRASES - 'injury', 'serious injury', 'causing serious injury'.

Peters, James Latham v The Queen (No 2)
Maxwell P, Kaye and McLeish JJA
[2019] VSCA 292
10 December 2019
CRIMINAL LAW - Appeal - Sentence - Applicant broke into victim's home - Subjected victim to
repeated acts of sexual assault and rapes - Offences took place in 1985, applicant identified as
offender in 2014 - One charge of burglary and six charges of sexual offending - Representative
charges of indecent assault with aggravating circumstances and rape with aggravating
circumstances - Protracted offending - Applicant aware of victim's suffering - Total effective
sentence 19 years' imprisonment, non-parole period 15 years - Whether manifestly excessive - Each
charge was separate crime - Objective gravity of offending very high - Severe impact on victim Applicant's moral culpability extremely high - Prior criminal history - Subsequent convictions for
sexual offending - Applicant sentenced as serious sexual offender - Mitigating circumstances
included plea of guilty, sentence burdensome on applicant, young age at time of offending - Long
delay no mitigating factor - Sentences within range - Orders for cumulation appropriate - Sentences
in compliance with principle of equal justice - Parole period appropriate - Leave to appeal
refused - Sentencing Act 1991 s 6E.

Mush, Mick v The Queen
Maxwell P and Kaye JA
[2019] VSCA 307
18 December 2019
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CRIMINAL LAW - Appeal - Sentence - Attempting to pervert the course of justice - Applicant
complicit in attempted destruction of stolen vehicle connected to arson of motorcycle clubhouse Sentence of six months' imprisonment with community correction order of two years' duration Applicant mother of five children, four under the age of five years - Four youngest children born
with neutropenia - One child suffering psychological trauma - Applicant refused permission to have
baby with her in prison - Whether judge erred in concluding imprisonment of applicant would not
give rise to exceptional hardship to applicant's children - Leave to appeal refused - Exceptional
family hardship not demonstrated - Markovic v The Queen (2010) 30 VR 589 considered.

Cross, Amanda v The Queen
Priest and Weinberg JJA
[2019] VSCA 310
18 December 2019
CRIMINAL LAW - Appeal - Sentence - Recklessly causing injury and common assault - Total effective
sentence of two years and six months' imprisonment with non-parole period of one year and seven
months - Whether parity principle infringed - Whether sentence manifestly excessive - Leave to
appeal refused.

Chatters, Nathan v The Queen
Priest and T Forrest JJA
[2019] VSCA 309
17 December 2019
CRIMINAL LAW - Appeal - Sentence - Totality - Attempted armed robbery (2 charges) - Applicant
sentenced to 4 years' imprisonment on each charge - Applicant already serving custodial term Judge erred in failing to consider totality - Crown concession of error - Whether different sentence
should be imposed - Circumstances of offending did not warrant sentences at top of statistical
range - Disadvantaged background - Moral culpability moderated - Appeal allowed - Resentenced 3 years' imprisonment on each charge - R v Mangelen (2009) 23 VR 692 applied.

Berry, Grant v The Queen
Maxwell P and Niall JA
[2019] VSCA 291
6 December 2019
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CRIMINAL LAW - Appeal - Sentence - Attempted armed robbery and related offence - Applicant
demanded money from female victim at train station - Armed with knife - Pleaded guilty to
attempted armed robbery and committing indictable offence whilst on bail - Aggregate sentence 15
months' imprisonment with two years' conditioned community correction order - Whether sentence
manifestly excessive - Leave to appeal refused - Sentence imposed gave proper recognition of
applicant's youth and lack of prior convictions - R v Mills [1998] 4 VR 235 considered.

Le, William Duong v The Queen
Priest and Weinberg JJA
[2019] VSCA 299
12 December 2019
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CRIMINAL LAW - Appeal - Sentence - Conspiracy to commit common assault - Total effective
sentence of 9 months' imprisonment and 3 year Community Correction Order - Whether sentencing
judge erred in sentencing applicant on basis of intention to cause injury to victim or that 'serious
assault' was planned - Specific error by sentencing judge vitiating sentencing discretion - Whether
sentencing judge failed to afford applicant procedural fairness - Denial of procedural fairness Appeal allowed - Applicant resentenced to total effective sentence of 6 months' imprisonment De Simoni v The Queen (1981) 147 CLR 386 applied.

Farah, Shadi v The Queen
Priest and Weinberg JJA
[2019] VSCA 300
12 December 2019
CRIMINAL LAW - Appeal - Sentence - Parity - Trafficking in drug of dependence (cocaine) - Plea of
guilty - Applicant sentenced to 3 years' imprisonment with non-parole period of 1 year - Cooffender pleaded guilty to trafficking in commercial quantity - Sentenced to 5 year CCO with 600
hours of community work - Judge reduced applicant's sentence on account of lenient sentence on
co-offender - Sentence extremely lenient - Whether parity required further reduction - Judge not
required to reduce sentence to inadequate level - No error - Leave to appeal refused - Green v The
Queen (2011) 244 CLR 462 applied.

Topal, Abdullah v The Queen
Maxwell P and Niall JA
[2019] VSCA 289
6 December 2019
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CRIMINAL LAW - Appeal - Sentence - Murder - Applicant sentenced to 30 years' imprisonment with
non-parole period of 24 years - Whether manifestly excessive - Very serious offending - Extreme
violence towards victim - Premeditation - High moral culpability - Offending aggravated by postoffence conduct - Disposal of body - Subsequent attempt to steal deceased's money - Early plea of
guilty - No substantial criminal history - Standard sentence offence - Stern sentence but not
manifestly excessive - Leave to appeal granted, appeal dismissed - Sentencing Act 1991 ss 5(2)(ab),
(c), 5A, 5B.
CRIMINAL LAW - Sentencing - Standard sentence scheme - Obligation to take standard sentence into
account - Standard sentence applicable to offence 'in the middle of the range of seriousness' Whether judge obliged to classify subject offence in that range - Statutory preservation of
instinctive synthesis - Provisions neither authorise nor require comparison with 'mid-range'
offence - Assessment of objective seriousness unaffected - Obligation to give reasons Requirement to relate sentence to standard sentence - Reasons provisions subordinate to
sentencing provisions - Project Blue Sky v Australian Broadcasting Authority (1998) 194 CLR 355
followed - Sentencing Act 1991 ss 5(2)(ab), (c), 5A, 5B considered.

Brown, Peter v The Queen
Maxwell P, Priest, Kaye, T Forrest and Emerton JJA
[2019] VSCA 286
10 December 2019
CRIMINAL LAW - Appeal - Sentence - Standard sentence offence - Crown appeal - Respondent
pleaded guilty to aggravated burglary, rape, attempted rape, assault with intention to commit
sexual offence and sexual assault - Forced entry into victim's home - Protracted sexual offending Total effective sentence 12 years and six months imprisonment with non-parole period eight years Whether judge explained how sentence related to standard sentence - Whether sentence
manifestly inadequate - Totality - Proportionality - Moral culpability - Relevance of dysfunction,
disadvantage and abuse during formative years - Sentence not manifestly inadequate - R v Brown
[2019] VSCA 286 applied, Bugmy v The Queen (2013) 249 CLR 571, R v O'Rourke [1997] 1 VR 246
considered - Sentencing Act 1991 ss 5B, 6E.

Director of Public Prosecutions [DPP] v Drake, Jordan
Maxwell P, Priest, Kaye, T Forrest and Emerton JJA
[2019] VSCA 293
10 December 2019
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CRIMINAL LAW - Appeal - Sentence - Crown appeal - Trafficking commercial quantity of drug (1,4
Butanediol) - Burglary - First respondent was principal of syndicate - Quantity trafficked was 700
times commercial quantity - Burglary committed to obtain supply of drug - Trafficking sentence 4
years and 6 months' imprisonment - Burglary sentence 12 months - Whether manifestly
inadequate - Scale and persistence of trafficking activity - Lower reward compared to other drugs Offending while on bail - Specific deterrence - Changed sentencing practice for trafficking
commercial quantity - Parity with co-offenders - No basis for exercise of residual discretion Appeal allowed - Respondent resentenced to 8 years for trafficking, 3 years for burglary - Gregory v
The Queen [2017] VSCA 151 applied, DPP (Cth) v Maxwell [2013] VSCA 50 considered.
CRIMINAL LAW - Appeal - Sentence - Crown appeal - Conspiracy to traffick commercial quantity of
drug (1,4 Butanediol) - Second respondent was active member of acquiring syndicate - Quantity to
be acquired was 250 times commercial quantity - Sentence 2 years and 6 months' imprisonment Lower reward compared to other drugs - Whether manifestly inadequate - Scale of proposed
trafficking - Serious prior convictions - Offending while on bail - Specific deterrence - Changed
sentencing practice for trafficking commercial quantity - Parity with co-offenders - No basis for
exercise of residual discretion - Appeal allowed - Respondent sentenced to 5 years' imprisonment Gregory v The Queen [2017] VSCA 151 applied.
CRIMINAL LAW - Appeal - Sentence - Crown appeal - Conspiracy to traffick commercial quantity of
drug (1,4 Butanediol) - Third respondent was active member of acquiring syndicate - Quantity to be
acquired was 250 times commercial quantity - Sentence 139 days' imprisonment with 3 year
community correction order subject to treatment conditions - Whether manifestly inadequate Position of third respondent materially different from second respondent - No prior convictions, no
offending on bail - Exceptional progress in rehabilitation - Open to judge to impose non-custodial
order - Punitive and rehabilitative purposes served simultaneously - Treatment conditions address
causes of offending - Public interest in rehabilitation - Sentence not manifestly inadequate - Appeal
dismissed - Boulton v The Queen (2014) 46 VR 308 followed.

Director of Public Prosecutions [DPP] v Fatho, Aysar; Director of Public Prosecutions
[DPP] v Van, James; Director of Public Prosecutions [DPP] v Huynh, Ngoc
Maxwell P, Priest and Beach JJA
[2019] VSCA 311
19 December 2019
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CRIMINAL LAW - Appeal - Sentence - Child sexual offending (6 charges, 4 victims) - Common assault
(adult victim) - Child complainants aged between 8 and 16 - Representative charges of carnal
knowledge - Pleas of guilty - Total effective sentence 17 years and 4 months' imprisonment, nonparole period 13 years - Whether manifestly excessive - Predatory conduct over six years Grooming - Breaches of trust - Violence - Very high culpability - Severe and permanent harm to
victims - Limited mitigation apart from applicant's age - Limited relevance of prior good character Sentences within range - Leave to appeal refused - Sentencing Act 1991 s 5AA.

Fichtner, Klaus v The Queen
Maxwell P and Kaye JA
[2019] VSCA 297
12 December 2019
CRIMINAL LAW - Interlocutory appeal - Pending trial for murder - Respondent fatally stabbed victim
in course of physical altercation - Record of interview central to respondent's claim of selfdefence - Prosecution case inverted to assert fatal attack occurred outside the home - Trial stayed
for abuse of process occasioning incurable prejudice - Whether impugned evidence from record of
interview rendered irrelevant from inversion of prosecution's case - Leave to appeal granted Appeal allowed - Trial judge's decision granting stay set aside - Prejudice to respondent
ameliorable by judicial direction - Impugned record of interview highly relevant to self-defence Evidence Act 2008, s 55.

Director of Public Prosecutions [DPP] v Terrell, Lenny (a Pseudonym)
Priest, Beach and T Forrest JJA
[2019] VSCA 306
17 December 2019
CRIMINAL LAW - Sentencing - Appeal - Making a threat to kill - Recklessly causing injury - Prohibited
person possess firearm - False imprisonment - Possessing a drug of dependence - Total effective
sentence of seven years' imprisonment - Non-parole period of five years - Limited intellect - Bleak
prospects of rehabilitation - Past non-compliance with community correction orders - Extensive
criminal history including violent crimes and weapons offences - Whether intellectual impairment
required significant moderation of specific deterrence - Additional burden of punishment Impaired mental functioning - Applicant's concern for his family - Manifest excess - Leave to appeal
refused.

Morin, Bertram v The Queen
Kaye and Hargrave JJA
[2019] VSCA 301
16 December 2019
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CRIMINAL LAW – Appeal – Conviction – Attempting to possess commercial quantity of border
controlled drug – Commercial quantity of heroin imported in shipment of wooden furniture from
Pakistan – Australian Federal Police took possession and effected controlled delivery of substituted
substance to applicant’s associates – Circumstantial case that applicant attempted to take
possession – Whether verdict unsafe and unsatisfactory – Leave to appeal refused – Combined forces
of phone records, flight records, mobile telephone data and other evidence capable of establishing
guilt – M v The Queen (1994) 181 CLR 487 applied.
CRIMINAL LAW – Appeal – Conviction – Attempting to possess commercial quantity of border
controlled drug – Commercial quantity of methamphetamine imported in shipment of wooden logs
from Nigeria – Prosecution case that applicant headed criminal enterprise and

coordinated

subordinates for delivery – Joint trial – Whether substantial miscarriage of justice by reason of
applicant’s cross-examination by counsel for co-accused – Whether substantial miscarriage of
justice by reason of jury address by counsel for co-accused – Whether substantial miscarriage of
justice occasioned by failure to order separate trial – Leave to appeal refused – No miscarriage of
justice by reason of co-accused’s counsel putting client’s defence to applicant in cross-examination
and in final address – Criminal Procedure Act 2009, ss 193, 276 – R v Gibbins and Proctor (1918) 13
Cr App R 134 applied.
CRIMINAL LAW – Appeal – Sentence – Applicant sentenced to total effective sentence of 35 years’
imprisonment with 25 years non-parole for heroin and methamphetamine convictions – Whether
principle of totality infringed – Whether personal circumstances given insufficient weight – Leave to
appeal refused – Separate objective seriousness of each episode of offending reflected in total
effective sentence – Impossible to accept applicant motivated by desire to provide for family –
R v Crowley (1991) 55 A Crim R 201, R v Kerbatieh (2005) A Crim R 367 considered.

Bembo, Wedi Ndjeka v The Queen
Priest, Niall and Ashley JJA
[2019] VSCA 308
18 December 2019
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FIREARMS - Public safety - Firearm prohibition order - Order prohibits person from acquiring,
possessing or using firearms - Power exercisable by Chief Commissioner 'in the public interest' Public interest in reducing risk of firearm-related violence - Order made against respondent - Order
set aside by Tribunal on review - Whether public interest engaged because of respondent's criminal
history or 'the people with whom [he] associates' - Risk assessment required - Whether making of
order likely to mitigate future risk - Not confined to potential risk arising from respondent's future
use of firearms - Respondent's association with and authority over Rebels motorcycle gang Adverse findings about risk to public safety posed by respondent and by Rebels - Tribunal
misdirected itself as to risk assessment - Appeal allowed - Decision set aside - Prohibition order
restored - Firearms Act 1996 Part 4A, Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 1998 s 148.
WORDS AND PHRASES - 'in the public interest'.

Chief Commissioner of Police v Websdale, Colin
Maxwell P, Tate and Niall JJA
[2019] VSCA 305
17 December 2019
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION - Request for access to nine categories of documents - Whether request
sufficiently identified documents in one of the categories - Whether invalidity of part of request
dealing with that category invalidated entire request - Freedom of Information Act 1982 (Vic) s
17(2).
TRIBUNALS - Summary judgment - Whether proper to use summary judgment procedure to
determine issue of invalidity of a request for access to documents due to non-compliance with s
17(2) of Freedom of Information Act 1982 (Vic) - Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act
1998 s 75(1).
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE - Referral of questions of law by Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal to Court of Appeal under s 96(1) of Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 1998 Whether President of Tribunal must consent to the final form of referred questions - Whether
failure to so consent invalidates referral and deprives Court of Appeal of jurisdiction to determine
referred questions - Project Blue Sky Inc v Australian Broadcasting Authority (1998) 194 CLR 355
applied.

Chopra, Manu v Department of Education and Training
Tate, Whelan and Kyrou JJA
[2019] VSCA 298
13 December 2019
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JUDICIAL REVIEW - Applications for leave to appeal judgments concerning judicial review of
decisions of Magistrates' Court re adjournment, recusal and 'special witness' orders and decision of
County Court re extension of time for appeal - Leave refused on all applications - Personal Safety
Intervention Orders Act 2010 s 96, Magistrates' Court Act 1989 s 109, Crimes Act 1914 (Cth) ss 15Y,
15YAB.
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE - Applications for leave to appeal costs orders - Section 111 Personal
Safety Intervention Orders Act 2010 does not apply to proceedings for judicial review - Traditional
reluctance to grant leave re costs continues under current legislative regime - Leave refused on all
applications - Personal Safety Intervention Orders Act 2010 s 110 - AJH Lawyers v Mathieson
Nominees Pty Ltd [2015] VSCA 227, AFP v Opal Storm [2018] VSCA 301 applied.

Austin v Dobbs
Whelan and Kyrou JJA
[2019] VSCA 296
13 December 2019
MINING AND MINERALS - Petroleum exploration - Hydraulic fracturing - Exploration permit - Permit
subject to minimum work condition - Statutory moratorium on exploration - Right to explore
suspended - Moratorium expressed not to affect any 'requirement or obligation' imposed on permit
holder - Whether exclusion applied to minimum work condition - Whether permit holder authorised
to explore up to minimum work level - Consideration of statutory context and purpose - No
legislative intention to authorise continuation of exploration - Appeal dismissed - CIC Insurance Ltd
v Bankstown Football Club Ltd (1997) 187 CLR 384 applied - Petroleum Act 1998 ss 3, 17A, 96, 97,
100, Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984 s 35(a).

Mirboo Ridge P/L (ACN 060 663 934); Petro Tech P/L (ACN 009 116 429) and Lakes Oil
N.L. (ACN 004 247 214) v Minister for Resources
Maxwell P, McLeish and T Forrest JJA
[2019] VSCA 304
17 December 2019
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PLANNING - Development contributions - Infrastructure levies - Precinct structure plan Development contributions plan - Infrastructure works to be constructed under a development
contributions plan completed by developer - Whether Council as collecting agency bound to credit
costs of works against developer's levy obligations - Duties and powers of collecting agency
compared to duties and powers of responsible authority - Extent of credit or refund payable to
developer - How determined - Double dipping - Planning and Environment Act 1987 (Vic) Pt 3B, s
46P(2) - Casey City Council v Carson Simpson (2007) 18 VR 19 considered; Commissioner of State
Revenue (Vic) v Royal Insurance Ltd (1994) 182 CLR 51 distinguished.

Konann P/L (ACN 084 100 149) v Casey City Council (in its capacity as collecting agency
of the Cranbourne North Precinct Structure Plan - Development Contributions Plan)
Tate, Emerton and Osborn JJA
[2019] VSCA 316
20 December 2019
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PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE - Appeal - Whether appeal made out of time - No orders made at time
of delivery of principal judgment - Application made within time - Supreme Court (General Civil
Procedure) Rules 2015, r 64.05.
ESTOPPEL - Estoppel by convention - Promissory estoppel - Whether trial judge erred in finding
applicant estopped from claiming unpaid monthly entitlements for acting as Secretary/Director of
19 subsidiaries of the respondent - Meaning of 'monthly entitlement' - Meaning of 'subsidiary
company' - Whether payments payable or calculable on monthly basis - No reference to unpaid
entitlements in annual budgets prepared and submitted by applicant - No claim made by applicant
during course of his employment - Respondent induced to rely on assumption there was no liability
to pay - Applicant acquiesced in assumption - Detriment if applicant permitted to resile - Applicant
estopped from claiming monthly entitlements.
CONTRACT - Whether claims for monthly entitlements prior to June 2009 statute barred.
CONTRACT - Whether finding of overpayment of funds advanced to applicant in excess of funds
expended on behalf of respondent made on pleaded claim - Whether finding of overpayment open
on the evidence - Whether onus of proof reversed - Whether claim barred by Nauruan law - Open
on pleadings to claim overpayment - Finding of overpayment open on the evidence - Onus of proof
not reversed - Nauruan law does not apply to defeat claim for set off or counterclaim - Akai Pty Ltd
v People's Insurance Co Ltd (1996) 188 CLR 418, John Pfeiffer Pty Ltd v Rogerson (2000) 203 CLR
503 applied.
EMPLOYMENT - Notice of termination of employment - Whether notice of termination valid Whether provider of notice authorised on behalf of Board - No error in finding notice of termination
of employment was valid - Applicant acted consistently with having been given notice - Claims for
accrued annual and long service leave - Whether records accurate - Whether entitlement to annual
leave loading - Claims for superannuation entitlements - Whether such claims subject to maximum
superannuation salary base in Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992 (Cth).
INTEREST - Whether interest payable on claim and counterclaim separately - Interest payable on
amount reduced by set off.
COSTS - Proceeding included claims for penalties under the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) ('FWA') Where claims under the FWA only abandoned on first day of trial - Where trial judge struck out
FWA claims with effect from date of issue of proceeding for lack of jurisdiction - Strike out order
based on incorrect view that costs regime under s 570 FWA otherwise inapplicable - Costs orders
made under s 24 Supreme Court Act 1986 (Vic) without regard to s 570 - Proceeding was 'in relation
to a matter arising under [the FWA]' given applicant sought to enforce FWA claims up to first day of
trial - Strike out order substituted with effect after date of abandonment - s 570 regime applies up
to date of abandonment in relation to claim - No separate orders in respect of counterclaim where
success only on basis of set off - Order made under s 570(2)(b) where unreasonable inclusion of
FWA claims - No interference with costs discretion after date of abandonment - Energy Australia
Yallourn Pty Ltd v Automotive, Food, Metal, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union
(2018) 264 FCR 342; Melbourne Stadiums Ltd v Sautner (2015) 229 FCR 221 cited.

Bannon, Paul v Nauru Phosphate Royalties Trust; Nauru Phosphate Royalties Trust v
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Bannon, Paul
Emerton and Osborn JJA and Kennedy AJA
[2019] VSCA 303
17 December 2019
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PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE - Application for leave to appeal dismissal of summonses - Judgment
after trial found defendants breached fiduciary duties - Applicants subsequently joined - Plaintiffs
claimed against applicants as constructive trustees of traceable proceeds or Barnes v Addy knowing
recipients - Applicants' summonses seeking new trial or to set judgment aside or be removed as
parties - Trial judge dismissed summonses holding applicants bound by findings of breach of
fiduciary duty - Whether later joined parties bound - Executor Trustee and Agency Company of
South Australia Ltd v The Deputy Federal Commissioner of Taxes (SA) (1939) 62 CLR 545
explained - Commissioner of Taxation (Cth) v Thomas (2018) 264 CLR 382 applied.

FBR Fund Administration P/L (ACN 622 598 538) & Ors according to the Schedule v
Chickabo P/L (ACN 074 576 186) & Ors according to the Schedule; Graco, Frana Maude v
Chickabo P/L (ACN 074 576 186) & Ors according to the Schedule
Whelan, Beach and Niall JJA
[2019] VSCA 314
19 December 2019
PRACTICE - Action - Stay - Proceedings for breach of contract - Proceedings commenced in
Victoria - Whether 'clearly inappropriate' forum - Judge refused stay - Dispute over contract
formation, identification of contract terms - Law of forum applicable to determination of those
questions - Whether relevant factor - Proceedings involve sovereign state and its public
infrastructure - Whether judge took into account 'special character' of contract dispute - No error
in exercise of discretion - Leave to appeal refused - Voth v Manildra Flour Mills Pty Ltd (1990) 171
CLR 538 applied.

Republica Democratica de Timor Leste and Estado da Electricidade Agua e Urbanizaco
v Lighthouse Corporation Ltd (IBC 051 557) and Lighthouse Corporation P/L (ABN 25 343
263 433)
Maxwell P, Niall and Emerton JJA
[2019] VSCA 290
6 December 2019
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TAXATION AND REVENUE - Duty on transfers of dutiable property - Whether no duty chargeable on
transfers of land as transfers made to trustees to be held solely as trustees for transferors - No
change in beneficial ownership - Trust deeds prohibit variation to confer share or benefit on person
other than transferor - Trust deeds require trustee to act as directed by beneficiary and confer
powers on trustee to sub-divide and sell the property - Whether trust deed provisions inconsistent
with requirement property be 'held' for transferor - Provisions not inconsistent - Duties Act 2000 s
35(1)(a) - Comptroller of Stamps v Yellowco Five Pty Ltd [1993] 2 VR 529, White Rock Properties
Pty Ltd v Commissioner of State Revenue [2015] VSCA 77 applied - Commissioner of State Revenue
v Victoria Gardens Developments Pty Ltd (2000) 46 ATR 61 explained and applied.

MD Commercial P/L (ACN 156 573 983) and AJ Commercial P/L (ACN 156 573 992) v
Commissioner of State Revenue
Tate, Whelan and Niall JJA
[2019] VSCA 295
13 December 2019
TORTS - Negligence - Duty of care - Psychological injury - Breach - Claim for damages by journalist
against employer - Psychological injury resulting from exposure to traumatic events as reporter Development of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder - Whether trial judge imposed obligations that were
too broadly defined in identifying scope and content of duty of care - Whether trial erred by
finding that employer breached its duty and that breach caused injury - Whether trial judge failed
to give adequate reasons - Judge did not err in formulation of duty of care - Content of duty not
too vague or unworkable - Judge's findings regarding breach overturned in part - Appeal allowed in
part - Matter remitted to trial judge for assessment of damages - Koehler v Cerebos (Australia) Ltd
(2005) 222 CLR 44; Hegarty v Queensland Ambulance Service [2007] QCA 366; New South Wales v
Fahy (2007) 232 CLR 486; State of New South Wales v Briggs (2016) 95 NSWLR 467 considered.

The Age Company Ltd v YZ (a Pseudonym)
Niall, T Forrest and Emerton JJA
[2019] VSCA 313
19 December 2019
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Supreme Court of Victoria Cases
Commercial Court
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW - Simple Works Contract - Adjudication - Seeking to quash the Adjudication
Determination - Whether the Notice of Acceptance was properly served and effected - Building and
Construction Industry Security of Payment Act 2002 (Vic), ss 20(1), 21(1), 23(2), 23(2B) and 50 and
Evidence Act 2008 (Vic), s 160(1).

Rise Constructions P/L (ACN 610 135 709) v El-Hajj, Walid (t/as Andary Excavation);
Harriss, Christopher and Adjudicate Today P/L (ACN 109 605 021)
Digby J
[2019] VSC 818
17 December 2019
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CORPORATIONS - Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) - s 1322 - Application for urgent declaratory and
remedial orders to address irregularities associated with ballot and special general meeting of
owners corporation - Whether s 1322 can regularise activities of owners corporation subject to
Owners Corporation Act 2006 (Vic) - Whether "proceeding under this Act" - Unavailability of s
1322(2) - Liberal construction of discretionary power to remedy irregularities under s 1322(4) Whether plaintiff an interested person - Whether owners corporation a "corporation" for purpose of
1322(4)(a) - Whether procedural or substantive irregularity - Whether relief sought just and
equitable - Whether substantial injustice - Curative orders made - Partial relief by way of
validating orders under s 1322(4) - Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) ss 9, 57A(1), 1322(1), 1322(2),
1322(4), 1322(6).
OWNERS CORPORATION - Owners Corporation Act 2006 (Vic) - Ballot and special general meeting Proposed resolutions to appoint lawyers and to remove manager of owners corporation Irregularities - Absence of necessary information on ballot papers - Voting requirements for
resolutions to be valid - Whether lot owners entitled to vote at relevant time - Application for
urgent declaratory and remedial relief in respect of irregularities - Whether provisions of
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) can regularise activities of owners corporation subject to Owners
Corporation Act 2006 (Vic) - Curative orders made under s 1322(4) of Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) Owners Corporation Act 2006 (Vic) ss 3, 76(1), 85(1), 85(2), 86, 94.
WORDS AND PHRASES - "proceedings under this Act", "corporation", "constitution", "interested
person".

Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Ltd (ABN 11 068 049 178) as mortgagee in possession of the
properties owned by Steller 55 P/L (controller appointed) (ACN 606 741 600)
Hetyey JR
[2019] VSC 829
9 December 2019
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COSTS - Conduct by the plaintiffs resulting in waste of Court time - Breach of overarching
obligations to co-operate with other parties and the Court in connection with the conduct of the
proceedings - Plaintiffs ordered to pay defendants' costs of and incidental to three wasted days on
an indemnity basis - Plaintiffs ordered to pay administrators' costs and expenses in connection with
the further meeting of creditors - Civil Procedure Act 2010 (Vic) ss 20 and 29 - Corporations Act
2001 (Cth) ss 445D(1), 499(2D) - Evidence Act 2008 (Vic) s 38.

MCCA Asset Management Ltd v Kamata Homes P/L (Admins Appointed) (No 2)
McDonald J
[2019] VSC 842
19 December 2019
COSTS - Proceeding dismissed by reason of plaintiffs' breach of self-executing orders - Whether
defendant's costs should be paid on an indemnity basis - Persistent failure by plaintiffs to comply
with Court orders - Conduct of plaintiffs inconsistent with efficient conduct of proceedings Indemnity costs ordered.

146 Bell St P/L (ACN 601 377 557); 80 Collins St Thornbury P/L (ACN 607 878 026) and
73 Plenty Road P/L (ACN 605 640 588) v Aoyin Finance P/L (ACN 609 915 588)
McDonald J
[2019] VSC 846
20 December 2019
COURTS AND TRIBUNALS - Apprehended bias - Searches by Judge's Chambers into other proceedings
to which the defendants are parties - Variance between information gathered by search and
evidence of witnesses - Variance stated in a footnote - Not taken into account in making finding of
fact or credit - Whether searches or comments made upon the searches generate a reasonable
apprehension of bias - Procedural fairness.

Chen, Jeffrey v Kornucopia P/L (ACN 615 630 316); Madgwicks (A Firm) (ABN 82 199 611
971) v Efektiv P/L (ACN 625 719 566); Madgwicks (A Firm) (ABN 82 199 611 971) v
Avant-Garde Ventures P/L (ACN 620 447 789) (No 2)
Sifris J
[2019] VSC 802
9 December 2019
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INJUNCTION - Application for orders restraining the defendant from impeding the plaintiff's access
to the premises from which it previously conducted a business of a café/wine bar from - Nonpayment of rent - Prima facie case that plaintiff entitled to relief against forfeiture - plaintiff
incurred significant financial losses when previously trading - Plaintiff likely to incur further losses
if permitted to resume trading - Balance of convenience in favour of rejection of application for
injunction.

The Groundsmen Cheltenham P/L (ACN 617 814 552) v Perpetual Corporate Trust Ltd
(ACN 000 341 533)
McDonald J
[2019] VSC 812
5 December 2019
JUDGMENT DEBT RECOVERY - Review of refusal of debtor's application for an instalment order Principles to be applied - Review dismissed.
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE - Application for leave to rely on further affidavit on the review hearing
pursuant to r 84.10 of the Supreme Court (General Civil Procedure) Rules 2015 - Policy
considerations discussed - Leave granted.

C Tina P/L (ACN 161 723 100) v Jennifer Barham-Floreani
Riordan J
[2019] VSC 819
13 December 2019
LEASE - Relief against forfeiture - Property Law Act 1958 (Vic) s 146(2) - Whether exceptional
circumstances exist to warrant departure from the usual rule that relief be granted if arrears of
rent are paid - Jam Factory Pty Ltd v Sunny Paradise Pty Ltd [1989] VR 584.
EQUITY - Interim and interlocutory injunctions - Where proceeding for specific performance of a
deed of settlement under which lessor to grant a fresh lease to lessee upon determination of
market rental - Where tenant failed to pay rent under an existing lease and lessor took possession Serious question to be tried - Balance of convenience.

Rossi Recycling P/L (ACN 056 188 562) (as trustee for Rossignoli Property Trust) v
Buckland Valley P/L (ACN 059 814 961) (as trustee for the Rossignoli Trust No 3 and the
Heatherdale Property Trust) and Rossignoli, Paul
Macaulay J
[2019] VSC 825
13 December 2019
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PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE - Case management - Multiple extensions of time for the filing of
affidavits - Serial non-compliance with orders - Refusal to vacate trial dates - Trial to proceed on
all issues - Aon Risk Services Australia Ltd v Australian National University (2009) 239 CLR 175.

Chen, Jeffrey v Kornucopia P/L (ACN 615 630 316); Madgwicks (A Firm) (ABN 82 199 611
971) v Efektiv P/L (ACN 625 719 566); Madgwicks (A Firm) (ABN 82 199 611 971) v
Avant-Garde Ventures P/L (ACN 620 447 789) (No 3)
Sifris J
[2019] VSC 821
16 December 2019
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE - Civil Procedure Act 2010 (Vic) ss 61, 63, 64 - Application for summary
judgment - Principles to be applied - Lysaght Building Solutions Pty Ltd v Blanalko Pty Ltd (2013)
42 VR 27 - Hausman v Abigroup Contractors Pty Ltd (2009) 29 VR 213 - Ottedin Investments Pty Ltd
v Portbury Developments Co Pty Ltd (2001) 35 VR 1.

Koulouris, Andreas v Haidaris, Nikolaos (also known as Niclas Haidaris and Nikolas
Haidaris) (No 2)
Connock J
[2019] VSC 806
6 December 2019
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE - Injunctive relief - Building and Engineering Contract - Application to
restrain beneficiary of performance guarantee from calling on two unconditional bank guarantees Continuation of injunction sought equivalent to stay of judgment pending appeal - Balance of
convenience.

Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy P/L (ACN 614 784 575) v BWF Wind Farm P/L (ACN
162 201 569) and Neoen Australia P/L (ACN 160 905 706) (No 2)
Digby J
[2019] VSC 807
6 December 2019
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PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE - Injunctive relief - Building and Engineering Contract - Application to
restrain beneficiary of performance guarantee from calling on two unconditional bank guarantees Serious issue to be tried - Consideration of whether appropriate to decide contract interpretation
question as if on a final basis - Proper approach - Balance of convenience - Application for
injunction dismissed.

Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy P/L (ACN 614 784 575) v Bulgana Wind Farm P/L
(ACN 162 201 569) and Neoen Australia P/L (ACN 160 905 706)
Digby J
[2019] VSC 771
27 November 2019
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PRIVILEGE - Legal professional privilege at common law - Principles - Document prepared for
purpose of instructing solicitors in contemplated litigation - Document provided by client to
accounting firm and insolvency practitioner - Document produced by accounting firm under
subpoena - Whether the dominant purpose for communicating document to accounting firm was for
contemplated litigation - Whether the dominant purpose of communicating the document to
insolvency practitioner was for obtaining legal advice - Whether communication of document to
accountant and insolvency practitioner constituted waiver of privilege.

Cleevecorp P/L (in its capacity as trustee for the Cleeve Trust) (ACN 067 454 782) (and
another) v Ng, Wendy Sze Teng (in her capacity as administrator of the deceased
estate of Adrian Xavier Cleeve) (and others) (Privilege dispute)
Riordan J
[2019] VSC 828
18 December 2019
TRUSTS - Judicial advice - Rule 54.02 of the Supreme Court (General Civil Procedure) Rules 2015
(Vic) - Unit trust - Entity registered as unit holder had charged units in favour of the trustee in its
personal capacity - Where unit holder was subsequently deregistered - Defendant claimed units
were transferred to it prior to unit holder being deregistered - Where uncertainty as to the
ownership of units in the trust - Parties entered into a settlement agreement to resolve uncertainty
as to ownership of the units - Where judicial advice sought is condition precedent to settlement
agreement - Where trustee seeks judicial advice as to whether it is justified in enforcing its charge
over units in the trust and amending the register of unit holders to record it or its nominee as the
registered holder of the units in circumstances where there exists a potential conflict between its
duties as trustee and interests as chargee.

Baymill Investments P/L (ACN 010 225 742) (as trustee for the Baymill Unit Trust) v
Drewlock P/L (ACN 010 709 485)
Sloss J
[2019] VSC 827
18 December 2019

Commercial List
INJUNCTION - Application for interlocutory injunction - Refused.

Dasame Developments P/L (ACN 166 128 838) and Equinetrain P/L (ACN 600 892 868) v
Pakenham Racing Club Inc (ACN 148 534 801)
Macaulay J
[2019] VSC 816
11 December 2019
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Common Law Division
ADMINISTRATION AND PROBATE - Testator's family maintenance - Where plaintiff is adult daughter
of testator - Whether adequate provision made for the proper maintenance and support of the
plaintiff - Significant additional inter vivos gifts provided during deceased's lifetime - Adequate
provision for applicant's proper maintenance and support under the will - Administration and
Probate Act 1958 Part IV.

Ross, Leanne Margaret v Ross, Gregory Keith (being sued as the Executor of the Estate
of Margaret Edith Ross) and Ross, Wayne Harry (being sued as the Executor of the
Estate of Margaret Edith Ross)
Moore J
[2019] VSC 820
18 December 2019
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW - Judicial review - Appeal from a decision of the Magistrates' Court - Whether
a ruling was made by the Magistrate - Whether error of law by failure to give adequate reasons Whether denial of procedural fairness - Availability of certiorari.

Celsius Fire Services P/L (ACN 126 595 060) v The Magistrates' Court of Victoria and
Domain Aged Care (Services) P/L (ACN 114 145 578)
Almond J
[2019] VSC 835
19 December 2019
ADMNISTRATIVE LAW - Appeal from decision of Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal Whether to grant extension of time to bring appeal - Whether Tribunal overlooked documents and
evidence - Whether failure to accord natural justice - Leave to Appeal refused - Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal Act 1998 (Vic) ss 148(2), 148(5), 148(2A).

Mendes, Heleno v Baptcare Ltd (ACN 069 130 463)
Forbes J
[2019] VSC 790
10 December 2019
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CHURCHES - Proceeding to determine membership rule and membership of Association - Costs of
proceeding - Unincorporated association and incorporated association not conducted in accordance
with rules - Only some plaintiffs successful - Discretion as to costs - Costs released under mediation
agreement - Whether unreasonable conduct of defendant responsible for the plaintiffs bringing the
application - Associations Incorporation Reform Act 2012 s 67(4)(c).

Moala, Christine & Ors (According to the Schedule attached hereto) v Free Wesleyan
Church of Tonga in Australia (Victoria) Reg No. A0022699W (No 3)
Ginnane J
[2019] VSC 831
17 December 2019
COSTS - Estate litigation - Application to remove executor - Where co-executor did not respond to
correspondence - Whether indemnity costs should be ordered against co-executor - Whether
executor should have indemnity for costs from the estate - Re Kataryna; Kararyna v Petalas [2017]
VSC 466.

Brehm, Michael Anthony v Brehm, Victor Stanley
Moore J
[2019] VSC 840
18 December 2019
DEFAMATION - Damages - Trial by jury - Eight imputations alleged - Defendant justified four
imputations - Mass media distribution of seven imputations - One imputation published to a
journalist but diluted when republished - Grapevine effect - Whether justified imputations
mitigated the damages by lowering the plaintiff's true reputation - Seriousness of imputations Whether injury to feelings caused by the true imputations - Whether aggravated damages
warranted by conduct in publication and since publication - Defamation Act 2005 (Vic) s 34.

Tsamis, Martha v State of Victoria (No 7)
John Dixon J
[2019] VSC 826
18 December 2019
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FAMILY PROVISION - Where deceased made provision for adult son by provision of a right of
residence in residential home, right of use of farm land and share in residuary estate - Where
defendants agree that provision for adult son does not satisfy moral duty - Where quantum in
dispute - Adequate provision for proper maintenance and support - Where son estranged from
deceased - Whether deceased provided for son during deceased's life - Where principal asset of the
estate is a family farm - Where plaintiff incapable of managing own affairs - Administration and
Probate Act 1958 (Vic), ss 91, 91A.

Re Dodson; Dodson v Dodson
McMillan J
[2019] VSC 833
17 December 2019
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FAMILY PROVISION - Where plaintiff seeks further provision from estate - Second marriage for
plaintiff and deceased - Where after marriage plaintiff gifted half share of his property to
deceased - Where deceased left plaintiff a life interest in her half share of property - Where
defendant disputes plaintiff's entitlement to further provision - Further provision provided by
plaintiff receiving percentage of estate's interest in property plus and extended portable life
interest in the balance - Where no immediate competing needs of residuary beneficiaries Administration and Probate Act 1958 (Vic), ss 91, 91A.

In the matter of the Will and Estate of Papaioannou, Jeanne, deceased. Papaioannou,
Christos v Kronemann, Maria (in her capacity as Executor of the Estate of the
abovenamed deceased)
McMillan J
[2019] VSC 844
19 December 2019
JUDICIAL REVIEW AND APPEALS - Application by a worker to quash the opinion of a medical panel
concerning the medical condition of the worker - Adequacy of reasons - Morrison v Melbourne
Pathology Pty Ltd [2018] VSC 477, referred to - Whether the medical panel's reasons showed the
path of reasoning to its conclusion that the worker's symptoms were solely related to her previously
asymptomatic constitutional condition - Whether the medical panel's conclusion open to it on the
evidence - Wilson v Liquorland Australia Pty Ltd [2014] VSC 545, referred to - Whether factual
error amounts to jurisdictional error - Chang v Neill [2019] VSCA 151, referred to - Reasons
inadequate to enable the Court to determine whether the medical panel had fulfilled its statutory
function - Remedy of certiorari granted.

Del Ben-Athanasaidis, Vilma v Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology; Romas,
Associate Professor Evange; Eaton, Dr David and Hardidge, Associate Professor Andrew
Daly AsJ
[2019] VSC 674
18 December 2019
JUDICIAL REVIEW - Decision of Police Registration and Services Board - Appointment of person not a
serving police officer to Victoria Police - Whether also an appointment to a particular position Whether unsuccessful police officers applicants for position had right of appeal - No right of
appeal - Victoria Police Act 2013 ss 4, 27, 30, 33, 34, 141, 146.

Kerley, Michelle v Police Registration and Services Board ; Ashton, Graham (in his
capacity as Chief Commissioner of Police); Dawson, Richard and Landy, Susan
Ginnane J
[2019] VSC 805
9 December 2019
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PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT - Wind farm - Environmental effects assessment - Ministerial call in
of permit application - Panel report - Brolga habitat protection buffers - Jurisdictional error - Legal
unreasonableness - Application of habitat model - Procedural fairness - Letter to Minister not
disclosed to objectors - Practical injustice - Materiality - Non-compliance with application
requirements - Failure by Minister to impose mandatory conditions - Slip rule - Relevant
considerations - Corrections to permit conditions - Whether valid - Planning and Environment Act
1987 (Vic) ss 47, 71, 97B, 97E, 97F - Environment Effects Act 1978 (Vic) ss 8, 9 - Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal Act 1988 (Vic) s 119 - Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984 (Vic) s
28(2)(d) - Supreme Court (General Civil Procedure) Rules 2015 r 36.07.

Cumming, Hammish; Walton, Adam and Kellie v The Minister for Planning and Westwind
Energy P/L (ACN 109 132 201)
Garde J
[2019] VSC 811
16 December 2019
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE - Application for summary judgment by defendant on the basis that the
plaintiff's claim is time barred pursuant to s 5 of the Limitation of Actions Act 1958 (Vic) - Plaintiff
claimed that his accountant was negligent in providing tax advice - Whether the defendant had a
limitations defence which was bound to succeed - Test for granting summary judgment on an
interlocutory basis - Bodycorp Repairers Pty Ltd v Holding Redlich [2018] VSCA 17, referred to Where the plaintiff's claim was brought more than six years after the lodgment of tax returns, but
within six years of the ATO issuing amended notices of assessment in respect of the relevant tax
years - When did loss and damage accrue - Wardley Australia v Western Australia (1992) 175 CLR
514, referred to - Whether there was a continuing duty of care - Hammond v Minister for Works
(1992) 8 WAR 505; Taluja v Orford [2014] NSWSC 714, referred to - Whether the opportunity to
alter the plaintiff's accounting records to support the plaintiff's claim for a tax deduction
'irretrievably lost' after submitting tax returns for each tax year - Christie v Purves (2007) 69 ATR
155, referred to - Factual and legal issues concerning the scope of the retainer and the tax
assessment regime - Summary judgment refused.

Rowsthorn, Peter v Nexus Accountants (Aust) P/L
Daly AsJ
[2019] VSC 803
13 December 2019
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PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE - Defamation - Default under self-executing order for affidavit of
documents - Application to set aside judgment - Relevant considerations.

Khan, Intaj v The Age Company P/L & Ors
John Dixon J
[2019] VSC 839
6 December 2019
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PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE - General litigation restraint order - Application for leave to commence
interlocutory application for order that proposed applicant have full-time access to computer, in
order to prepare proposed appeal - Proposed appeal apparently hopeless - Leave to file further
material - Vexatious Proceedings Act 2014 (Vic), ss 3, 6, 30, 54, 55, 56, 58 - Criminal Procedure Act
2009 (Vic), s 313.

Knight, Julian v The Queen
Richards J
[2019] VSC 796
4 December 2019
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE - Vexatious litigant - General litigation restraint order - Application for
leave to commence legal proceedings - Whether reasonable grounds to extend time to commence
proceedings - Limitation of Actions Act 1958 (Vic) ss 5, 23A, 27D, 27K, 27L, Supreme Court Act s
21, Vexatious Proceedings Act 2014 (Vic) ss 54, 55, 56.

Knight, Julian v State of Victoria; Wise, Roderick John; Roach, Dennis Joseph and
Money, Brendan Francis
Forbes J
[2019] VSC 626
9 December 2019
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE - Where trial of two related proceedings listed for trial - Where party in
third proceeding sought relief in a further proceeding but continually failed to disclose cause of
action - Where plaintiff in third proceeding sought to amend claim immediately before trial date of
the two related proceedings - Where leave granted to plaintiff in third proceeding to file amended
claim immediately before trial date of two related proceedings - Where plaintiff in third
proceeding sought adjournment of the trial of the two related proceedings and that the three
proceedings be heard and determined at the same time - Where application made late - Where
there is prejudice to opposing parties in the two related proceedings if trial is adjourned - Where
no risk of inconsistent findings as the three proceedings to be heard by same Judge - Application to
adjourn the trial of the two related proceedings refused - Supreme Court (General Civil Procedure)
Rules 2015 (Vic) rr 9.12, 49.03.

Vadarlis, Eric v Ballanbrae Pastoral Coy P/L (ACN 005 490 737) (in its own capacity and
as trustee of the Kayes Family Trust)
McMillan J
[2019] VSC 808
7 December 2019
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REAL PROPERTY - Caveat - Application by plaintiff to restrain Registrar of Titles from registering
mortgage lodged by second defendant on title of land owned by first defendant - Plaintiff loaned
money to first defendant "solely for the purpose of the development of [the land]" - No charging
clause in loan agreement and none intended - Whether prima facie case giving rise to serious
question to be tried that plaintiff has caveatable interest in land - Whether balance of convenience
requires order sought - No caveatable interest - Application refused - Transfer of Land Act 1958
(Vic), s 90(2).

EZY Global Ltd v Miller Crescent P/L (ACN 615 853 202); Medpro Finance Corporation
P/L (ACN 630 454 992) and Registrar of Titles
Croucher J
[2019] VSC 815
11 December 2019
REAL PROPERTY - Caveats - Application for removal of a caveat lodged by the former registered
proprietors - Property transferred to the plaintiffs under a contract of sale - Defendants claimed
that they were victims of a fraud, and alleged that the transfer was tainted by fraud - Mere equity
is not caveatable until a conclusive finding by a court - Latec Investments Ltd v Hotel Terrigal Pty
Ltd (in liq) (1965) 113 CLR 265, referred to - Any claim to set aside a transfer of land does not
confer upon the claimant an equitable interest in the land until the claim is made good Swanston Mortgage Pty Ltd v Trepan Investments Pty Ltd [1994] 1 VR 672, considered and applied.
SUMMARY RECOVERY OF LAND - Application under Order 53 - Framlingham Aboriginal Trust v
McGuinness and Chatfield [2014] VSC 241 and Tajon Pty Ltd v Arvanitis [2017] VSC 130, referred
to - Where occupiers remain in occupation without the current registered proprietors' consent Summary disposition under Order 53 refused owing to factual dispute between the parties.

Super Jacobs P/L & Anor v Esera Faalogo & Ors
Daly AsJ
[2019] VSC 778
3 December 2019
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TORTS - Negligence - Medical practitioners - Standard of care for professionals - Diagnosis of aortic
dissection - Whether defendant not negligent by operation of s 59(1) Wrongs Act 1958 (Vic) Competent professional practice - Whether defendant negligent by failing to order a CT
aortogram - Wrongs Act 1958 (Vic) ss 48, 49, 58 - Brakoulias v Karunaharan [2012] VSC 272 Grinham v Tabro Meats Pty Ltd [2012] VSC 491 - Dobler v Halverston (2007) 70 NSWLR 151 South Western Sydney Local Health District v Gould (2018) 97 NSWLR 513 - Sparks v Hobson (2018)
361 ALR 115.

Boxell, Vicki; Rose, Caitlin (by her litigation guardian Vicki Boxell); Boxell, Timothy
(by his litigation guardian Vicki Boxell) and Boxell, Stephanie (by her litigation
guardian Vicki Boxell) v Peninsula Health
Keogh J
[2019] VSC 830
17 December 2019
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TRUSTS - Testamentary trust - Gift to named institution - Condition subsequent prohibiting change
of name of institution - Where name of institution changed - Whether contrary to condition
subsequent - Whether gift lapsed - Fell v Fell (1922) 31 CLR 268; Equity Trustees Ltd v Jewish Care
(Victoria) Inc & Anor [2015] VSC 73.
TRUSTS - Testamentary trust - Gift for research prizes and grants - Committee for the distribution
of prizes and grants - Where one committee member unwilling to participate - Whether gift unable
to be carried out in accordance with the directions of the will - Whether gift to be carried out cy
près.

Equity Trustees Ltd (as sole trustee of the Sir Colin and Lady MacKenzie Trust Fund) v
Attorney-General for the State of Victoria and The Zoological Parks and Gardens Board
McMillan J
[2019] VSC 834
17 December 2019
WILLS AND ESTATES - Account - Where parties are executors of estate of deceased - Where first
defendant ordered to file administration account of estate of deceased - Where plaintiff seeks
reimbursement of unauthorised commission and amounts not accounted for - Whether defendants
must repay money to estate - Whether second defendant in wilful default in relation to commission
paid to co-executor - Whether second defendant acted honestly and reasonably, and ought fairly to
be excused for the breach of duty - Trustees Act 1958 (Vic) ss 36 and 67 - Supreme Court
(Administration and Probate) Rules 2014 (Vic) r 6.03.

Bogdanov Atkins, Anastasia v Drummond, John Joseph and Bogdanov, Basil (who are
sued in their personal capacity and in their capacity as executors of the estate of
Victor Bogdanov, deceased) (No 2)
McMillan J
[2019] VSC 836
18 December 2019
WILLS AND ESTATES - Where administrators of estate seek orders enabling them to distribute estate
without regard to asserted claims - Administration and Probate Act 1958 (Vic) s 30.

Ellis, Maureen Frances and McFayden, Pamela Joy (as administrators of the estate of
Edna Jean Debruin, deceased)
McMillan J
[2019] VSC 813
10 December 2019
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Costs Court
Bilson, Rose (a Pseudonym) v Dominic Esposito Solicitors
Gourlay JR
[2019] VSC 801
6 December 2019
COSTS COURT - Legal Profession Uniform Law 2014 - Sections 172, 174(1) and 178(1)(a) - Costs
agreements void for non-compliance with disclosure - Johnston v Dimos (2019) VSC 462, referred
to - Family Law hourly rates - Basis of assessment.

Bennett, Jennifer (a Pseudonym) v Farrar Gesini Dunn P/L (trading as Farrar Gesini
Dunn)
Wood AsJ
[2019] VSC 744
12 December 2019
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Criminal Division
CRIMINAL LAW - Application for bail - Charges of aggravated burglary and attempted armed
robbery - Compelling reason demonstrated through combination of circumstances - Employment
history - Financial hardship - Support of wife - Alleged offending not serious examples of offences Conceded not an unacceptable risk - Bail granted with conditions - Bail Act 1977.

In the matter of the Bail Act 1977 and In the matter of an application for bail by
McAsey, Warren
Champion J
[2019] VSC 88
21 February 2019
CRIMINAL LAW - Application for bail - Charges of reckless conduct endangering persons and
possessing explosive device - Prima facie entitlement to bail - Whether applicant 'unacceptable
risk' - Extensive criminal history - Applicant suffering from paranoid schizophrenia - Applicant
medicated in custody - Previous contraventions of conditions of bail - No bail conditions able to
ensure adherence to medication plan - Bail refused - Bail Act 1977 s 4E applied.

In the matter of the Bail Act 1977 and In the matter of an Application for Bail by LeighJones, John Peter
Weinberg JA
[2019] VSC 845
19 December 2019
CRIMINAL LAW - Bail - Application for bail - 12-year-old Indigenous applicant - Applicant charged
with Schedule 2 offence whilst on bail for Schedule 2 offence - Application unopposed - Exceptional
circumstances established - Risk can be mitigated to an acceptable level - Bail granted with
conditions - Bail Act 1977 (Vic) ss 1B, 3AAA, 3A, 3B, 4AA, 4A, 4D, 4E.

In the matter of the Bail Act 1977 (Vic) and In the matter of an Application for Bail by
LJ
Lasry J
[2019] VSC 765
22 November 2019
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CRIMINAL LAW - Bail - Charges of assault and threatening to assault - Complainant was treating
psychiatrist - Community correction order in force at time of alleged offending - Applicant subject
to Inpatient Treatment Order at time of alleged offending - Compelling reason established Vulnerable applicant - Whether unacceptable risk - Relevant criminal history - Bail refused - Rogers
v The Queen [2019] VSCA 214 applied - Bail Act 1977 (Vic) ss 1B, 3AAA, 4, 4AA(3), 4C, 4D and 4E Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 10AA - Mental Health Act 2014 (Vic) ss 52(1) and 55.

In the matter of the Bail Act 1977 (Vic) and In the matter of an Application for Bail by
Hughes, Brett
Lasry J
[2019] VSC 750
13 November 2019
CRIMINAL LAW - Bail - Charges of using a carriage service to menace, harass or cause offence Committing indictable offence whilst on bail - Contravening conduct condition of bail - Targeting
police and other public servants - Community correction orders in effect - Whether exceptional
circumstances established - Whether risk reduced by bail conditions - Meaning of exceptional
circumstances considered - Significant delay - Risk not unacceptable with conditions - Bail
granted - Bail Act 1977 (Vic) ss 1B, 3AAA, 3B, 4AA, 4A, 4D, 4E, 5AAAA - Crimes Act 1914 (Cth) 15AB.

In the matter of the Bail Act 1977 (Vic) and In the matter of an application for bail by
Brown, Rohan Michael
Lasry J
[2019] VSC 751
15 November 2019
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CRIMINAL LAW - Sentence - Murder - Jury verdict - Plea of guilty to manslaughter - Victim 19 year
old female - Dispute between victim and accused and his friends - Victim assaulted by accused and
friends - Victim outnumbered and defenceless - Accused stabbed victim in chest - No provocation Needless killing - Accused 17 years old - Disadvantaged and dysfunctional upbringing - Previous
convictions - Previous period of detention with long sessions of lockdown and isolation Problematic prospects of rehabilitation - Some remorse - Sentence of 20 years of imprisonment
with a non-parole period of 15 years - Sentencing Act 1991 ss 5, 11 and 18(4).

Director of Public Prosecutions [DPP] v AK (Sentence)
Kaye JA
[2019] VSC 852
20 December 2019
CRIMINAL LAW - Sentence - Murder - Accused shot nephew in the head in response to dispute over
money - Some pre-meditation - Initial admissions to police but subsequent denial of intentional
shooting - Plea of guilty just before trial - Remorse - No relevant prior convictions - Personality
changes following head injury but no Verdins issues - Standard sentence offence - Serious example
of offence - High moral culpability - Just punishment - Denunciation - General deterrence Protection of community - Sentence of 26 years' imprisonment with a non-parole period of 19
years - But for plea of guilty, sentence of 30 years' imprisonment with a non-parole period of 24
years.

The Queen v Pozzebon, John
Tinney J
[2019] VSC 631
18 December 2019
CRIMINAL LAW - Sentence - Recklessly causing serious injury - Recklessly causing injury - Assault Attack on wife and rescuing neighbours - Accused suffered significant reaction to prescribed
medications - Assessed by forensic psychiatrists - Medically-induced delirium - Delusional beliefs
causally connected to offending - Verdins principles apply - Moral culpability significantly reduced Plea of guilty - Remorse - Pre-sentence detention of 604 days - Time served appropriate sentence Community corrections order for two years with conditions - Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) ss 6AAA, 11,
45, 48C, 48CA, 48D, 48E, 48G, and 48K.

Director of Public Prosecutions [DPP] v Gilmour, Derek
Lasry J
[2019] VSC 766
14 November 2019
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CRIMINAL LAW - Sentencing - Manslaughter - Unprovoked attack upon elderly woman in suburban
street - Substantial injuries sustained by victim, who fell onto concrete driveway - Early plea of
guilty - Accused suffering from schizophrenia - Required for admission to psychiatric hospital a
month earlier but could not be found - Behaving strangely at the scene of the crime - Verdins
principles engaged - Community protection - Just punishment for objectively serious example of
crime of manslaughter - Specific deterrence - Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 5.

Director of Public Prosecutions [DPP] v Tran, Amy (Sentence)
Bell J
[2019] VSC 822
13 December 2019
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County Court of Victoria Cases
Following is a selection of cases recently handed down in the County Court of Victoria. These cases
have been selected for inclusion by the presiding judge. If you would like your judgment added to
the Library Bulletin, please email the reference librarian in your jurisdiction.

Commercial Division
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE - Orders appointing auditor as a single joint expert pursuant to s65L of
the Civil Procedure Act 2010 (Vic) – Settling instructions to auditor.

Austconnect P/L and Oth8 Holding Company P/L (atf Oth8 Family Trust) v Generational
Wealth P/L and Shin, Beom Seok
Judge Woodward
[2019] VCC 1996
5 December 2019

Common Law Division
ACCIDENT COMPENSATION - Subject: serious injury application – Chronic back pain – Whether injury
permanent – Pain and suffering and loss of earning capacity – Whether residual work capacity –
Suitable employment - Whether the plaintiff has suffered the relevant 40 per cent reduction in
work capacity.

McMaster v Cornonero P/L & VWA
Judge Murphy
[2019] VCC 1923
14 November 2019
APPLICATION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - Application for Summary Judgment entered against the
plaintiff pursuant to s63 of the Civil Procedure Act 2010.

Li, Sai v Hume City Council
Judge Saccardo
[2019] VCC 2115
17 December 2019
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APPLICATION - Interim supervision order – Whether there is an unacceptable risk to the community.

Secretary to the Department of Justice and Community Safety v Hawking, John (a
Pseudonym)
Judge Pillay
[2019] VCC 2114
17 December 2019
SUPERVISION ORDER REVIEW - Review of supervision order – restriction of gambling – whether there
is unacceptable risk to the community.

Secretary to the Department of Justice and Community Safety v Norman, Ron (a
Pseudonym)
Judge Pillay
[2019] VCC 2130
17 December 2019
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Articles
The team of Librarians from the Law Library of Victoria have included bibliographic information of
selected articles from law journals which have recently been received digitally or in hard copy at
the Supreme Court Library. The purpose of this information is to assist the Judiciary, Court staff,
Barristers and other members of the legal profession to identify recently published articles of
interest and relevance.
The Law Library provides digital access to many law journals for members of the Judiciary from
their desktops, members of the VicBar from the Richard Griffith Library and members of the legal
profession via the Public Access Computers in the Supreme Court Library.

Administrative Law
Research study - UK
Bell, J. Reason giving in administrative law: where are we and why have the courts embraced
the "general common law duty to give reasons"? (2019) 82(6) Modern Law Review 983-1008
VCAT - Victoria
Derkley, K. Running the engine room of civil justice. (2019) 93(12) LIJ: Law Institute Journal
20-21

Alternative Dispute Resolution
Research study - Australia
McWilliam, N. et al. Court-referred alternative dispute resolution and judicial education in
Australia: perspectives from the bench. (2019) 93(11) Australian Law Journal 938-950

Building Law
APN DF2 Project 2 v Grocon - Work Health and Safety Act 2011 (Cth) - Australia
Vickery, P. Conditions of contract for underground works: the Emerald Book sees the light of
day. (2019) 35(4) Building & Construction Law Journal 268-278

Constitutional Law
Australian Constitution - Australia
Gleeson, M. Recognition in keeping with the Constitution. (2019) 93(11) Australian Law Journal
929-937
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Corporations Law
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), s 412(1)(a) - Australia
Colla, A. Directors' voting recommendations in schemes: navigating the new landscape. (2019)
37(3) Company & Securities Law Journal 162-180

Criminal Law & Procedure
Equality Act 2010 (UK) - UK
Calvert-Lee, G. Proudman, C. Campus rape: breach of care. [2019] (Nov) Counsel: Journal of
the Bar of England & Wales 10-12
Police v Thomas - Police Service for Northern Ireland v MacRitchie - Voyeurism (Offences) Act 2019
(UK) - UK
Gillespie, A. Tackling voyeurism: is the Voyeurism (Offences) Act 2019 a wasted opportunity?
(2019) 82(6) Modern Law Review 1107-1131
Research study - Scotland
Callander, I. Leverick, F. The Scottish Criminal Cases Review Commission and the Appeal Court
at 20 years: relationship status - it's complicated? [2019] (4) Juridical Review 287-324
Research study - UK
Choudhry, S. When women's rights are not human rights: the non-performativity of the human
rights of victims of domestic abuse within English family law. (2019) 82(6) Modern Law Review
1072-1106
Research study - Victoria
Shambrook, V. Women falsely named perpetrators. (2019) 93(12) LIJ: Law Institute Journal 68
R v Albury-Thomson - Bone v HM Advocate - R v Byrne - NZ - UK - Australia
Midson, B. Innocent victims and vulnerable offenders: defending impaired adults who kill
children. (2019) 82(5) Journal of Criminal Law 352-369
R v Greig - Westminster City Council v Croyalgrange Ltd - R v Armstrong - Alliance and Leicester
Building Society v Babbs - UK
Smith, V. Guilt from circumstance: a matter of inference. (2019) 169(7865) New Law Journal
12-13
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Serious Crime Act 2015 (UK), s 76 - Protection from Harassment Act 1997 (UK) - Russia - UK
Richardson, K. Speed, A. Two worlds apart: a comparative analysis of the effectiveness of
domestic abuse law and policy in England and Wales and the Russian federation. (2019) 82(5)
Journal of Criminal Law 320-351
Sexual Offences Act 2003 (UK), s 15 - UK
Arthur, R. Down, L. Preventing the criminalisation of children who have been victims of groupbased sexual exploitation involving grooming tactics: understanding child sexual exploitation as
enslavement. (2019) 82(5) Journal of Criminal Law 370-380

Evidence
Research study - UK
Pamplin, C. Expert analysis: life as an expert witness in 2019. (2019) 169(7863) New Law
Journal 18-19

Family Law
Family Court of Australia - Australia
Ford, C. Judges and practitioners to be more accountable. (2019) 93(12) LIJ: Law Institute
Journal 13-16

Human Rights
Marriage Act 1949 (UK), s 3 - UK
Proudman, C. et al. Ban child marriage: safeguard futures. [2019] (Nov) Counsel: Journal of
the Bar of England & Wales 32-34

Legal Profession
Supreme Court of Victoria - Victoria
Welcome Justice Jacinta Forbes. (2019) 93(12) LIJ: Law Institute Journal 22

Legislation
South Australia v Tanner - R v Secretary of State for the Home Department, ex parte Leech - Halo v
Yale Health Plan - USA - UK - Australia
Edgar, A. Stack, K. The authority and interpretation of regulations. (2019) 82(6) Modern Law
Review 1009-1033
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Property Law
Byrne v Ceresa - O'Connor (Senior) v Pinnacle - Hilton Park v Robertson - Fair Trading Amendment
(Short-term Rental Accommodation) Act 2018 (NSW) - Owners Corporations Amendment (Short-stay
Accommodation) Act 2018 (Vic) - NSW - Victoria
Pocock, M. Beware the double-edged sword: when private regulation (by-laws) seeks to limit
freehold land rights (short-term holiday letting in multi-owned properties). (2019) 93(11)
Australian Law Journal 951-966
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INFORMATION SESSIONS
The Law Library of Victoria hosts regular
information sessions on how to use
specific legal research databases.
If you have suggestions for future
information sessions, please send them
to llv@courts.vic.gov.au
Visit our website for upcoming events
lawlibrary.vic.gov.au

LIBRARY FACTS

About the Law Library of Victoria
Since the 1850s, the legal profession in Victoria has funded a library to enhance the

The Law Library of Victoria is
regarded as a library of national
significance and is one of the
largest law collections in the
state, containing over 120,000
volumes.

administration of justice.

The
oldest
book
in
the
collection
is
Statham’s
Abridgement of 1489, a case law
digest.

legal profession and the community.

The largest portrait in the
library is of John Schutt, the
first librarian, who died in
office after 54 years in the
position.

The Law Library of Victoria builds upon this proud history and continues this role today. It
provides access to authoritative legal information to ensure that the law is applied
accurately, effectively and fairly.
The Library is an integral resource for the Victorian Courts and VCAT, as well as for the
The Library provides services that support the administration of justice in Victoria.
We collate and curate the best range of legal information resources for our
constituents.
We assist with reference and research support, and improve skills in using legal
resources across the community.
We improve access to justice for all Victorians by providing access to legal
resources for our members.
The Library Bulletin is a free fortnightly information service provided by the Law Library of
Victoria for judicial officers, members of the legal profession and anyone with an interest
in the law. It is compiled by Library staff and includes the following content:

Law Library
of Victoria
210 William Street
Melbourne VIC 3000

Library news and events
New books and articles received by the Library
Victorian legislative updates
High Court, Supreme Court of Victoria Court of Appeal and Trial Division judgments.
The Library Bulletin is prepared within a quick turnaround time. All attempts are made to
ensure accuracy, however readers are advised to verify information contained in the
Library Bulletin against information from original sources. If you do see an error or
omission, please contact us at llv@courts.vic.gov.au.
The Library Bulletin is provided on the basis that readers will assume full responsibility for
making their own assessment of the information provided. This service does not provide
legal advice. No liability will be accepted as a result of any reliance on this service.
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